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Disclaimer 
 

Goddess Body University is an information product.  The contents are intended for educational and instructional 

purposes only.  As with any exercise, nutrition or weight loss program, you should consult with your doctor and consider 

any current or past health conditions or injuries before participating. 

 

Goddess Body University is designed by me, Diane Flores, using my experience as a certified group fitness instructor, 

certified pole dance instructor, certified Health & Nutrition Coach as well as a past NPC Figure Competitor and current 

NPC Bikini Competitor.  In this program, I combine methods learned from various educating bodies including AFAA, 

Institute for Integrative Nutrition as well as various books, workshops, conferences, research and experiences I’ve had 

over the past 15++ years in health & fitness.   

 

While I am not liable for any injuries or mishaps incurred during your duration in the program, as a responsible teacher, 

it’s important to me that you stay safe, use your best judgment and get the results you are so passionately looking for.  The 

program can be challenging both physically and mentally.  Use modifications for the exercises when you need to.  Don’t 

be a hero.  Listen and pay attention to your body at all times.  Best of all, enjoy the journey and have FUN!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.integrativenutrition.com/go/become-a-health-coach?erefer=0015000000dOPCGAA4
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12 Weeks to a Sexier, Smarter and Fit Lifestyle! 
 

 

Who am I and why should you listen to me? 

 

I’m a mom, wife, sister, daughter, friend and, most importantly…a WOMAN just like you!  The demands on my life are 

no less or more important than yours.  Which means, if I can live a Fit, Sexy and Confident lifestyle, you can too. 

 

A little more about where I came from and why I’m no different than you are… 
 

 

 
This is me at my heaviest: 202 pounds. Eating cookie dough, Doritos & soda was a normal meal. 

Also, you can see that I was hiding behind sweat pants & baggy t-shirts. 
 
 

 

 
I was tired, suffered severe stomach issues, anxiety, depression, very low self esteem and had no energy for life. I was chasing kids, 

working two jobs and felt miserable in my body. I couldn’t imagine wearing a swimsuit, shorts or anything tight and revealing. 
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After the birth of my two oldest children I started exercising & managed to lose some weight, but still felt miserable.  I didn’t eat 

healthy because I really didn’t know how.  I had my third child in 2006 & then really immersed myself in everything & anything 

fitness, nutrition & self-improvement.  That’s when things started to change! 
 
 

 
 

In January 2010 I braved the camera in my bikini and started a journey that would change my life. It had forever been a dream of mine 

to walk on stage at a fitness show as a figure athlete. A few contests and trophies later, I have discovered what keeps me motivated, as 

well as my clients. Over the years I have maintained my Goddess Body and have taught my clients how to do the same. 
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My “Why” 
 

What is your “WHY”?  Why exercise, eat healthy and nurture your feminine side? Here’s my motivation… 
Why do I strive to move my body almost daily? Why do I choose to pass on alcoholic beverages, greasy foods, sugary junk and eat 

more vegetables than most of the people in our culture? Why do I push past my fears of things that are “scary”, “intimidating”, “hard” 

and “physically challenging”? 

 

Aside from the chaos of raising a family, taking care of household chores, fitting in work and being a constant and life-long student, I 

expect to move my body daily, eat nutritious food and nurture my soul so that I can live a longer, more exciting, robust and 

HEALTHY life. Sometimes it’s hard. I’m tired. I’m stressed, drained and overwhelmed with a to-do list that’s 8 miles long. But I 

LOVE it. I love having control over my body. I love knowing that I can wake up and tackle any challenges that come my way. After 

spending almost a decade wondering what was wrong with me (depression, anxiety, skin and severe digestive problems) I needed to 

feel some control over my body. I wanted to finally be excited in my skin. That is priceless. 

 

Initially, for me being in shape was all about the aesthetics. I exercised because I wanted to look like the fit models on the covers of 

the magazines. I wanted to rock a 2-piece bikini with confidence and not be covered up on the beach. I worked hard and ultimately 

became frustrated with my lack of results. I got to a point that I felt like giving up. Over the last 15 years I’ve seen, read and done just 

about everything out there in terms of training and dieting (stuff that was pretty ridiculous and somewhat extreme). I’ve made lots of 

mistakes. I was still not reaching my goals and was very unhappy with how my clothes were fitting and basically, how I looked naked! 

I was tired, depressed, anxious and felt like I was on a hamster wheel going nowhere fast. 

 

Physically I was still tired all of the time and my body didn’t feel healthy inside. My stomach issues persisted. My body wasn’t happy. 

I was stuck in the “old school” mentality of just counting calories. I still have some of my old food journals from 2009 and it’s so 

obvious now why I wasn’t seeing results. Even though I thought restrictive dieting was the answer, my body was still not looking or 

performing at its best. Not to mention, I was never consistent. I’d deprive myself on a lower calorie diet to then only binge or give up 

completely because counting calories was way to challenging. My idea of eating healthy was extreme calorie restriction, low fat 

packaged foods, fat-free everything and I’d go days on end without eating a real fruit or vegetable. Not to mention I indulged in 1- 2 

glasses of wine nightly. 
 

My curious nature sent me on yet another path to self-discovery. I had a lifelong dream to step on a stage for a figure competition. In 

December of 2011 this is when my dream became reality. I hired a coach and, with much resistance, took a good hard look at how I 

was fueling and exercising my body. The only thing I truly had control over (my body) was being neglected. I started eating nutritious 

whole foods, removed the alcohol from my diet, ditched the excessive sugary junk and packaged foods. It was like a HUGE light bulb 

went off in my head AND my body. WOW, I FEEL amazing. Read that last sentence again. I felt amazing! I took to the stage 3 

times in 2012, again in 2013, 2014 and continue to do so. I feel better than I had ever felt in my entire life. That, in itself, was payoff 

enough for me. I was hungry (pun intended) for more knowledge and was on a hell-bent mission to help others achieve their goals. 

 

I started my education through the Institute for Integrative Nutrition a short month after I started my first contest preparation. I 

couldn’t believe how much food impacted not only how I felt on the inside but my energy, vitality and moods. I wanted to share this 

plus all of my fitness knowledge with everyone and anyone I knew. I was determined to get all of the women in my studio, and my 

life, Fit, Sexy and Confident. 

 

Then it all clicked…there is no magic pill, gadget, gizmo, crash diet or special exercise that will get you long lasting results. 

 

In the journey of my 15+ years of being an obsessive student of learning about everything and anything nutrition, I’ve found what 

really works. Pushing myself physically, creatively and mentally has changed my life in so many areas and taught me how to achieve 

my ideal Goddess Body. I spend my time making better choices…cooking healthy foods for my family and myself rather than parking 

my butt on the couch and watching reality T.V. I also try out new fitness classes when I visit different cities. I’m getting out of my 

comfort zone to try new things that I never would have imagined. I strive to never give up on myself and I know when I’m making 

excuses vs. when I really need a break. Making time to create a Goddess Lifestyle has added structure and more sense of balance to 

my life. 

 

I now feel complete and love living the Goddess life.    

I’ve come up with a term.  Living the Goddess Life.  That definition, by my standards is:  Eat good nutritious food, love yourself by 

nurturing your feminine side and soul through pole dancing and pushing my body daily to be better than the day before in each work 

out.  Enjoy indulgences as treats in moderation.  Be grateful that you have a body that you can take care of.  Know that it’s about the 

journey and enjoy the process entirely.  It’s invigorating, rewarding and gives me a zest for life like no other.   

http://www.integrativenutrition.com/go/become-a-health-coach?erefer=0015000000dOPCGAA4
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Pushing myself physically, creatively and mentally has changed my life in so many areas.  I spend my time making better 

choices…cooking healthy foods for myself and my family rather than parking my butt on the couch and watching reality T.V. I’m 

getting out of my comfort zone to try new things that I never would have imagined.  Not giving up on myself and knowing when I’m 

making excuses vs. when I really need a break.  Making time to be healthy has added structure and more sense of balance to my life.   
 

Positivity and optimism breed positive outcomes.  Negativity and pessimism will be poison to your life and your body.  This 

program, and any program for that matter, is what you make of it.  Let’s be real here…If you put in a half-assed attempt, expect those 

results.  If you really want to see significant changes then give this program your hardest effort.  Know that making lifestyle changes, 

losing weight, gaining muscle, limiting alcohol, eating healthfully, enjoying your favorite foods in moderation all while learning new 

exercises and taking risks, is going to take hard work, diligence, persistence, consistency and PATIENCE!  There is no magic pill, 

gadget, gizmo, crash diet or special exercise that will get you long lasting results.   
 

This program will give you the tools you need to reach your goals.  No one is perfect, and when you can accept that this is a journey 

you will enjoy the process so much more.  So, enough about me, it’s time to create your story!  Now let’s get Fit, Sexy and 

CONFIDENT for life!! 
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Goddess Body University Transformation Program 
Introduction 

 

Welcome to a sample of my 12-week Goddess Body University 12-week Transformation Program.  This is a very 

structured program that hundreds of women have successful completed.  If you invest in my full program and follow the 

plan, your exercise intensity and nutrition will be re-vamped and you will see dramatic results.  This is a focused, but 

effective, roadmap to success. It’s been proven and it works. The more that you put into the program, the more you will 

get out of it.  Stick to the plan and you will see changes in your body and be on the path to having a Goddess Body that 

you LOVE!!! 

 

What does “Living the Goddess Life” even mean? 
 

Living the Goddess Life focuses on the entire health of woman to achieve a life and a body that you love.  We embody the 

mind, body and femininity connection.  We believe in emotional & sensual balance, physical fitness as well a clean eating 

lifestyle.  We really focus on eliminating and minimizing most processed (packaged/fake) foods when possible, limit 

artificial sugars, alcohol and saturated fats. 

 

The goal is to consume a nutrient dense, whole foods diet.  It is important to view your food as the fuel that maintains 

your mind and body while also enjoying life and not feeling deprived.  It is important to ensure you are eating to fuel your 

body so that you stay Fit, Sexy & Confident in your day-to-day Goddess Lifestyle.   

 

Our full plan includes a step-by-step guide on how to easily transition into a clean eating lifestyle, which will be your fail 

proof plan for ultimate success. In the meantime, here are 10 complimentary “baby steps” that you can begin today to set 

yourself on the goddess path… 
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Goddess Body University 12-Week Transformation Program 
10 Fast Track Baby Steps to Living The Goddess Life 

 

 Baby Step 1: Eliminate/reduce sugar and artificial sweeteners. 
 

Artificial Sweeteners 

Limit artificial sweeteners. Studies have shown that although they may be low in calories they can cause water retention, 

bloating, and digestive problems. If you are using sweeteners, try to limit the amount you consume during the day.  

 

Switching to Stevia is your best choice. There are many different brands out there and some are better than others. If you 

try a Stevia that is bitter and do not like it simply try a different brand. In my full program I include “Goddess Favorites- 

Kitchen Re-stocking List” which includes my favorite products more tips on specific brands. 

 

Remember not to consume great amounts of Stevia either. You want to depend on the foods you are eating for natural 

sweetness. Use Stevia in your baking, on oatmeal or in your coffee. Moderation is key!  

 

 

 Baby Step 2: Clean up your cup of Joe. Quit drinking excessive calories! 
 

Coffee & Tea 

I know we all love us some Starbucks don’t we?? How about you save yourself a few bucks, make it a home and start a 

new bikini fund with the money you will save  

 

Coffee & Tea should be plain or made with: 

 Unsweetened Vanilla almond milk 

 Unsweetened coconut milk (in a carton not a can) 

 Unsweetened soy milk 

 

You can also add a packet of Stevia to your coffee, or my favorite is to use the SweetLeaf Vanilla Crème Drops. This 

could take some time to get used to if you are used to sugar and cream. It is a change you will want to make right away at 

the start of your program and will make a world of difference.  

 

So, I’m not entirely evil  If you are still hitting up Starbucks and want to know what to order, check out my suggestions. 

Since they don’t carry Stevia or almond milk, you will have to opt for them use Sugar Free syrup to sweeten your drink. 

Or, you can bring your own Stevia (which is what I typically do). Here are my recommendations for coffee house drinks: 

 Americano with Sugar Free Syrup of your choice  

 Non-Fat (or soy) Café Misto with Sugar Free Syrup of your choice 

 

Since we are trying to eliminate artificial sweeteners, minimize those coffee house drinks with the sugar free syrups!  
 

Herbal and green teas are highly recommended. There are a wide variety of tea flavors out there. Please keep in mind 

that tea and coffee do not account for any of your water intake if they contain caffeine. 

 

 

 Baby Step 3: Fat is not the enemy. Eat the right kinds and get a good 

supplement. 
 

Healthy Fats 

This program includes healthy fats as a necessity for proper weight loss. Healthy fats are what make our skin glow and 

our hair shine. We’ve been trained to think that fat is the enemy. Certain fats are, but you will need healthy fats to lose 
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weight.  You will be eating healthy fats in the form of nut butters, avocados and healthy oils as listed in your meal plan in 

this program.  The other recommendations for healthy fats are in the supplement list that is in the full program.  Make 

sure to check that out and I highly suggest them as part of your plan. 

 

 

 Baby Step 4: Cook with a variety of herbs and spices or you’ll get 

bored…fast. 
 

Condiments and Spices 

A main reason most women give up on diets is because they are boring, flavorless and heavy on deprivation. This is a 

sure-fire way to want to quit. My program offers condiment recommendations listed later in the guide. We recommend 

any natural, sweetened with Stevia or Truvia, sugar-free or low-in-sugar or chemical free condiments or spices. 

Condiments do have to be measured, as most serving sizes are out of control. The general rule for condiments is 1 TBSP 

per meal. 

 

As long as your spices are sodium free they are ‘free-food’ and can be used any time.  You will also receive a ‘free-food 

list’ in the full program for ways to dress up, spice up and add some flavor to your meals.  Free foods are just that – free. 

You can eat them anytime with any meal or snack. Take advantage of these however you’d like! 

 

 

 Baby Step 5: You need to poop  Get some flax in your life! 

 
Flax Meal 

Let’s face it; this is a topic most programs don’t discuss. I talk about this often because most programs won’t. It’s a huge 

part of your success. Digestion and elimination are key in this program.  

 

I often hear the complaint from my clients that they aren’t pooping regularly!  The best way to make this happen is to 

add flaxmeal to your morning oatmeal (after it’s cooked) or in a protein pancake.  You can even add it to your protein 

shakes.  Flax is a healthy fat but also works as a mild laxative that cleans out the intestines. This, in turn, speeds up 

weight loss. Flax also makes you feel fuller longer.  Did you know that at any given time you can be carrying up to 10 lbs 

of waste in your system? Include 1 tablespoon of flaxmeal everyday in your diet. My recommended brands can be found 

in the “Goddess Favorites- Kitchen Restocking List” in the full program. 

 

 

 Baby Step 6: Drink your H2O! 
 

Water 

This baby step is highly underrated. Most women think that if they drink too much water they will get bloated and “gain” 

water weight. This is the complete OPPOSITE! I drink 1+ gallon of water daily. You should be drinking 1 ounce of 

water per current pound of body weight.  Example:  If you weigh 150 pounds you should be drinking 150 ounces of 

water or more if you can.  If you are not drinking this much water, make sure you increase slowly.   

 

Yes, you will be peeing a lot, especially those of you with tiny bladder such as myself.  But your body is composed 

mainly of water and your organs depend largely on it to metabolize fat and flush toxins.  Make H20 your new best friend. 

If plain water makes you want to yawn, then you can add in a few of your favorite decaffeinated tea bags in a gallon jug 

and pour from it to keep track of your intake. This tip alone can have you flushing out a few pounds in water weight in 

one week.  
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 Baby Step 7: Take this Elixir. It works. 
Braggs Apple Cider Vinegar 

A great addition to clean eating is taking 2 tablespoons of Braggs Apple Cider Vinegar once a day.  I set an alarm on my 

phone to remind me daily.   This has amazing effects on blood sugar, digestion, skin, detoxifying your system and a ton of 

other amazing health properties.  It also breaks down brown fat! I suggest Braggs brand because there has been 

conclusive studies with this brand. It is very pungent in odor and taste. If this makes it difficult for you to drink it, you 

can add some Stevia and water it down. I just prefer to shoot it back and get it over with   

 

 

 Baby Step 8: Ditch the booze. Yes, really. Or just close this e-book 

because you’ll be wasting your time & money. 
 

Alcohol Consumption 

Sorry ladies. Have to deliver the cold hard truth. That is what you’ve paid me for right? Ok, so I’m not entirely evil. There 

is an exception to this rule. You’ve met all of your workouts for the week, met all of your meals to about 90% accuracy 

and then yes, you are entitled to enjoy 1 alcoholic beverage.  

 

Just know alcohol works against your body and mind in so many ways; it slows down the metabolism, makes our bodies 

go into fat storing mode, makes us hungry, has no healthy ingredients, and turns into sugar once it enters our body.  

Regardless if you are trying to lose weight or gain muscle this will work against your goals. This is bolded and 

underlined for a reason.  
 

You see, back in 2011 during my own personal journey of transformation, I was drinking 2 glasses of red wine about 4-5 

times a week (excessive, I know). I was also carrying about 12-15 extra pounds of fat and couldn’t figure out why I 

wasn’t losing weight. I was, however, losing quality sleep! My workouts suffered as well and I was often groggy and 

tired.  

 

In the last 2 years I can count on 2 hands how many alcoholic drinks I’ve had and it’s no coincidence that this is the best 

I’ve ever looked and felt in my entire life. My Goddesses who’ve also eliminated or greatly reduced alcohol have also 

experienced the same benefits. 

 

Alcohol consumption affects the body for typically 72 hours after being consumed. This is not to say you can never 

drink again! 

 

You should include only one treat meal and treat drink per week while on this program. Here are your alcohol 

consumption tips: 

• If you are going to have a drink with your treat meal, dry red wine is best or choose a clear hard liquor. 

• If you choose the hard liquor make sure to mix with low-sugar or sugar free mixes. 

• Sparkling water with fresh squeezed lime is a great non-alcoholic choice. 

• Never go for the sugary blended drinks. 

• If you’re going to have ‘drinks’ make sure you eat on track all day and just stick with the drinks as your treat. 

• Make sure to have a glass of water in-between each cocktail. 

 

*REMEMBER- Typically when you drink alcohol you lower your food inhibitions.  A drink usually turns into a few 

drinks, and then leads into a full blown cheat night.  Ask yourself…is it really worth it?? 
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 Baby Step 9: Move your ass. It’s the only one you’ll get! 
 

Exercise 

You will inevitably start out very motivated to start your transformation. Then there will be that thing, person, day, period, 

kid event, tantrum, stress at work, laundry, reality show that you can’t miss, etc. etc. that will come up.  I like to call this 

an “excuse”. Find your “why” and let that overcome your thoughts rather than the mental diarrhea that you are telling 

yourself. Get your clothes out, put your shoes on and start moving.   
 

Doing exercise properly is more important than the amount of exercise you do. You do not need fancy equipment. The 

world is your gym and playground. In this program each week is completely mapped out for you. You will get your 

weekly videos that are strategically planned out for you to do. Schedule your workouts in your calendar like REAL 

appointments.  

 

I believe in working out smarter not harder, and will educate you along the way about proper form and challenge you to 

work to your ability!  You will notice that virtually no 2 workouts are ever the same or in the same sequence.  This is to 

keep your body guessing and avoid plateaus in your results.  Stick with it and you will see your body change, energy 

increase and confidence soar! 
 

You will notice that my workouts are typically broken up into two different categories: resistance training and 

cardiovascular training.  In some cases we will be mixing the two (Interval/Functional training). These are your power 

workouts that you will get amazing results from.  If you are a beginner do NOT feel guilty if you can’t complete the 

workouts in the first couple of weeks.  Don’t feel defeated!  We ALL have to start somewhere.  Aim to do your 

best; we will support you in the private Goddess Body Forum! 
 

Your workouts should never be “easy”. You should be exercising at a pace that would be difficult to hold conversation. 

Or, if you are using weights for a workout and you are not challenged on your last few reps, you need heavier dumbbells.  

You will not bulk up and walk out of the house looking like Arnold.  I promise!  

 

HAVE FUN! Remember this is about being healthy & getting fit.  It’s not supposed to be a punishment, so enjoy 

it!! 

 
Equipment: 

It is a good idea to have a set of dumbbells you can do for 12 reps and another set you can only do for 8 reps at home for 

this at-home program. If you are a true beginner a set of 5 and 8 pound dumbbells are a good start. For my 

intermediate/advanced Goddesses who have been working out already 8, 10 and maybe a set of 12’s would be great. Some 

great optional items that you may want to get would be a challenging exercise band, exercise ball and a yoga mat. 

 

Remember, all of these workouts that can be done without ANY equipment.  Don’t let that fool you or give you an excuse 

to not participate. 

 

Lifting Weights 

For some of you this may be the first time that you have used dumbbells, but don’t be afraid. Building muscle is not only 

great for bone strength; it is also the number one secret way to staying lean and fit. The more muscle you have the 

more calories you burn, thus making it easier to maintain a fit, sexy and healthy body. 

 

Weights are an amazing way to build a beautiful body that is easy to maintain. Weights are one of the many key 

components to achieving your Goddess Body…promise! It’s not the long, boring cardio sessions you’ve been trained to 

believe. 
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Baby Step 10: Delete old “mind crap” or you will struggle 
 
You are “Living The Goddess Lifestyle” NOT a diet! 

It is important to understand that this is a lifestyle change. As humans we are hardwired to want what we can’t have. It’s 

just the unfortunate instinctual nature of our brains. If you tell yourself, and everyone around you, that you are on a “diet”, 

your mind will get all mad at you and start craving brownies. If you simply embody the mindset that you are embracing a 

new lifestyle, and that it’s a choice, it won’t be so daunting.  

 

Focus on what you can have and not on what you “can’t”. The reality of it is that you can. Use your treat meals (which we 

discuss how to do in the full program) as your time to enjoy your old favorite foods.  Stop putting any unnecessary 

pressure on yourself. This is a process and you will continue to get better and stronger as each day passes.  Remember 

your results are a compound effect of all of your efforts.  Eventually this will become a no-brainer, it will be as natural as 

your old habits and you will have made dramatic improvements.   

 

Remember –strive for progress not perfection 

Xoxo 

Coach Diane 
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Goddess Body University 12-Week Transformation Program 
Motivation & Mindset 

 
 

Your Energy… 
Surround yourself with like-minded people. If you don’t have any in your life, that’s where our Private Goddess Body 

Transformation forum is your sanctuary. You can check in there daily for motivation, new recipes, special workouts, 

encouragement, questions and feedback. The Goddesses here, as well as myself, love to help new gals.  

 

In life realize that there will be “haters”. You should not live your life according to other people’s standards. When 

negative people enter your bubble and try to poison you with their bad attitudes think to yourself, “Nope, I disagree” & 

walk away. I understand that you cannot physically walk away from some people in all situations, but you can walk away 

mentally and emotionally. Don’t get sucked into the world of negativity. When you have a team around you that supports 

you & shares in your interests, it is so powerful! We are here for you in the forum if you join the program! 
 

Visualize and stay positive 
This is a huge component of my consistent success, as well as the success of my Goddesses.  I visualize daily, many times 

per day, about my goals.  Particularly before my work-outs, especially if I’m tired and/or don’t feel like exercising.  I 

visualize how good I’m going to feel after, how much closer I will be to my goals or how I’ll regret not working out. 

During my workouts I typically visualize about the end result I am aiming for. 
 

Sometimes having an actual item or photo helps greatly with this process.  Are you going on vacation?  Hang up a 

swimsuit or dress you want to wear that you can see daily.  Getting married?  Find a photo of your dream dress and tape it 

to your bathroom mirror.  This will keep you going! It’s a great visual reminder! 
 

Surrounding yourself with mental images, photos, items and motivational people will keep you on the right track. Also - 

talk great to yourself! Talking down to yourself ("I don't know if I can do it", "It's hard") will not do anything good for 

you. Know that you are on the journey to reach your goals even if you can’t see immediate results!  
 

Kick negative thoughts to the curb. These are “Loser-Ville” thoughts and don’t entertain them for a second.  Talk to 

yourself the way you would motivate your best friend. Know you can do anything you set your mind to! 
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Sample Workouts 
 

Goddess Body University Weekly Workouts 

Week #1 
 

Goal: Complete the warm up & 1 video every other day this week 

 

Warm up: 
Video-Warm up 1. Perform this video 2-3 times before 

performing each of your daily workouts. 

 

 

 

 

Workout 1: 
Video-Hard Core Pole Abs. You don’t have to have pole to 

benefit from this workout! 

 

 

 

 

Workout 2: 
Video-Goddess Glutes. Sculpt a high and tight booty with 

this video. 

 
 

 

Workout 3: 
Video-Fitness 5. This is a heart pumpin’, fat blasting 5 

minutes. If you’ve got 5 minutes, you’ve got yourself a 

workout! 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Click on the 

video stills on 

each page to be 

linked to that 

specific workout! 

http://youtu.be/jQUQZHy9JRo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxZQuCU3Z3o&feature=share&list=PLzQQviABGVKSrnckxUlVa0YyvvwfjYlz-&index=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PF6Hh0V2OU&list=PLzQQviABGVKSrnckxUlVa0YyvvwfjYlz-&feature=share&index=2
http://youtu.be/c-jDGpAVcgU
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Sample Recipes 
 

Single Serve-Clean Mug Cake 

Ingredients: 

 1 TBSP Whey Protein (whatever flavor 

you’d like) 

 1 TBSP Coconut Flour 

 1 TBSP Cocoa Powder 

 ¼ teaspoon Baking Powder 

 3 Stevia or Truvia Packets 

 2 Egg Whites 

 3 Tablespoons Natural No sugar added 

Applesauce (I’ve even used baby food 

applesauce) 

 

In a small bowl or coffee mug, blend dry ingredients with a fork or whisk.  Add wet ingredients and blend with fork until 

smooth.  Spray a second small ramekin or mug with non-stick cooking spray.  Add the mixture to the oiled mug or 

ramekin and microwave for 2-3 minutes.  It will rise quite a bit and then settle.  The top center may be tacky to the touch.  

Remove with an oven mitt as it is pretty hot. 

 

You can add fresh raspberries to the top or a “no sugar added” fruit spread. 

 

 

Cookies For Breakfast: 5 minute Protein Shake 

Ingredients: 

 1 Scoop of Vanilla Protein Powder 

 ½ Tsp Vanilla Extract 

 1 TBSP of Coconut Oil (or 1 TBSP of 

natural peanut butter or almond butter) 

 Dash of salt 

 2 Packets of Stevia or a few drops of 

SweetLeaf Vanilla Stevia 

 ½ Cup of Unsweetened Vanilla Almond 

Milk 

 ½ Cup of Water 

 1 TBSP Uncooked Old Fashioned 

Oatmeal 

 Desired amount of ice 

 

 

Directions: Blend all ingredients until smooth. Serve and enjoy! 

 

Tips: 

 Because Spinach is flavorless, I like to add a handful in as well. 

 Like with any of our smoothie recipes in the program, it takes a few tries to find the right 

consistency. Experiment with increasing/decreasing ice and water to your liking. Don’t give up! 
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PMS Muffins (Pretty Much Sinful) 

Chocolate Peanut Butter Deliciousness! 

Ingredients: 

 1 ¾ cup Old fashioned oats 

 2 scoops Chocolate Protein Powder 

(preferably UMP, can sub out vanilla) 

 1 ½ tsp baking soda 

 1 ½ tsp baking powder 

 ¼ tsp salt 

 2 TBSP Powdered Peanut Butter or PB2 

 1 TBSP Unsweetened Cocoa Powder 

 1 cup hot water 

 ¼ cup Stevia baking blends, Truvia 

baking blends or Xylitol 

 1 tsp. Carmel or Peanut Butter extract 

(Can sub Vanilla extract) 

 ½ cup unsweetened plain Greek Yogurt 

 1 ½ TBSP white vinegar 

 ½ cup unsweetened applesauce 

 3 egg whites 

 Optional-Extra natural peanut butter for 

the centers or use prepared PB2 to save 

calories 

 

Directions: 

 Preheat oven to 350 degrees.  

 Spray a 12-cup muffin pan with canola or olive oil.  If you decide to do muffin liners they must be 

the foil ones or your muffins will stick terribly.  I would also spray the inside of the foil muffin 

liners. 

 In a blender or food processor mix all of the ingredients together except for the optional peanut 

butter. 

 Scoop ½ mixture into the prepared muffin tins. 

 Place a small dollop (about ½ tsp) of natural peanut butter in the center of the batter of each muffin, 

then scoop remaining batter onto each muffin to cover it. This gives them a yummy peanut butter 

cup look and taste! 

 Bake for 14-18 minutes or until a toothpick inserted off center comes out clean.  

 Cool the muffins before removing from pan.  ENJOY!! 

 Refrigerate Leftovers 

Makes 12 muffins. 

Serving Size: Women: 2 muffins for breakfast or 1 for mid morning/PM snack 

Men: 4 muffins for breakfast or 2 for mid morning/PM snack 

Ready to start your 12-week transformation? 
 

We are wrapping up the details on the 12 Week online  

E-book program. My newsletter Goddesses will be the first to 

know when it’s ready. Stay tuned!  
In the meantime visit www.livingthegoddesslife.com for recipes, workouts and more! 

http://www.livingthegoddesslife.com/

